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The Commission was briefed by members of the Executive Branch |and the NRC staff on the NSC's December 16, 1987, response to
the NRC's letter of July 1985 to Mr. McFarlane.

The Commission requested that the staff continue its close
contacts with the Executive Branch agencies and advise the
Commission promptly of any changer in its assessment of the
present threat level at NRC licensed facilities.

The Commission (with Chairman Zech and commissioners Carr and
....

i

Rogers agreeing) requested that the staff provide a Commission |paper discussing a range of options for paper contingency j
planning which could be taken to counteract a possible surface. '

vehicle threat up to and including a vehicle bomb at power '

The staffreactors and Category I fuel cycle facilities.
should provide their recommended regulatory directive and a |

*

proposed method for implementation as well as a summary of any'

current industry initiatives. The commission would also like i

|to hear specifically what the Department'of Energy has done in
terms of mitigation and contingency planning.
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Commissioners Roberts and Bernthal do not beli' eve that an !

options paper is necessary; they believe that the staff should
prepare for Commission approval an appropriate regulatory
directive that would require licensees to prepare contingency
plans that would serve as a basis for action to respond toCommissioner Robertsnotification of a vehicle bomb threat. '

believes that this action is prudent and is dictated by a need
that the utility and especially those at the plant site be
informed and ready in the unlikely event of an actual threat.
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